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Elizabeth Grove Primary School is a Category 1 school 
and has recently embarked on extending its grounds 
to incorporate a natural play space rich in sensory and 
risky play opportunities. The school's journey is just 
beginning and this article provides an insight into the 
site's whole-school approach to nature play.

OUR BEGINNINGS – THE KAURNA GARDEN 

Our nature play journey began in 2013 when we made a decision to create 

more opportunities for our students to play in open-ended ways within 

naturalised play spaces. As part of our quest to gain inspiration and ideas, 

we visited a number of different sites and noticed some common elements 

that were proving to be successful in terms of diversifying play. These 

included large loose parts (milk crates, planks of wood, rope etc.), natural 

loose parts (sticks, seed pods, bark etc.), cubby building, access to mud 

and water – all coupled with children’s desire for risky play and reports of 

lower injury rates in natural play spaces. As a staff team we put all of our 

ideas together and formed a plan for how we wanted to redevelop some of 

our site. We wanted to get started.  

In 2014 we took the first step by opening our Kaurna Garden – a place for 

children to learn about and engage in Kaurna culture. It was characterised 

by traditional use of plants, winding paths, and signage that depicted 

elements of Aboriginal culture. The garden also provided spaces in which 

students could socialise and reflect. One of the things we did was align the 

Kaurna seasonal calendar with the garden and we encouraged children to 

make representations to reflect their understandings. 

Following the opening of the garden, we experimented with the idea of 

nature-based play. We would ask the students to consider building or 

digging within a natural space and often they wouldn’t really know where to 

start or what to do. They were conditioned just to run around and engage 

in other physical activities and that constituted their play. We realised that 

nature play experiences weren’t as common as we thought amongst the 

children. One way we stimulated student thinking was reading books in 

order to spark their imagination to recreate concepts (with natural items) 

from the books, for example the bridge from The Three Billy Goats Gruff. 

We also used characters such as dinosaurs that we then asked the students 

to create a home for.  It resulted in children being more resourceful and 

intentional about their play.  The books and toys began to build the mental 

tools for their imagination and creativity to discover its full potential.

The space also served as an important platform for wellbeing. For some 

children who often feel overwhelmed or in need of some space, it provided 

an area to which they could retreat to help regulate their emotions. In 

many cases, when students were consulted about what they needed, they 

identified the Kaurna Garden and the nature play space as areas within 

the school that supported them in calming down and reducing their stress 

levels. Therefore, these students have been allowed to incorporate these 

strategies into their individual learning plans and are able to access these 

areas with their “Exit Cards” as needed. 

Often with new spaces there is an element of the unknown in terms of the 

way children will engage and the type of behaviour that will ensue. We took 

a proactive approach with our students to ensure they mutually agreed to 

a set of values that they would eventually govern themselves. We took our 

School Learning Code –  We are learners; We are respectful; We are safe; 

We try our personal best; We take pride; and We are honest – and applied 

it to our Kaurna Garden and made it relevant. For example:

WE ARE SAFE
We will:

• Walk with sticks and tools

• Use tools and equipment safely

• Climb safely where we are allowed

• Be aware of the adult on duty for help or support

It has been a very effective approach to encourage our children to play 

with respect and honesty, and to do so in a space where they feel safe. 

Our Kaurna Garden has since expanded to incorporate our kitchen food 

garden that has since become a pivotal part of our students’ learning 

experience at school. We have a strong sustainability focus that extends 

from recycling and composting to developing empathy for creatures we 

encounter. From R–2 we have “Nature Play” lessons in the garden and from 

Year 3–7 it is “Kitchen Garden” lessons. However, we have the view of titling 

these lessons collectively (rather than R–2 and 3–7) to reflect our focus on 

Environmental Sustainability as it encapsulates what the garden stands for. 
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CONTINUED

OUR NATURAL PLAY SPACE DEVELOPMENT 
– A WHOLE-SCHOOL APPROACH

Following on from our Kaurna Garden, we decided to embark on and 

invest in a newly constructed natural play space that honoured the way our 

children wanted and needed to play. As a staff team we combined all of our 

ideas and presented them to the children. We felt that we had accurately 

determined what the children wanted – but their ideas and priorities were 

different to ours, which highlighted the importance of consulting children in 

the early stages of redeveloping a space. The children’s ideas were varied 

and included a sand pit with water to pump, cubbies to build, places to sit 

and socialise and things to climb.

We continued to work closely with our students to ensure their views 

and values were heard. Having their input was a really important part of 

establishing ownership and a connection to the new space. 

In terms of our parent community there were initially mixed views on the 

idea of having a natural play space. Some thought it was great while others 

were apprehensive about things such as their kids getting dirty. As part of 

our communication approach we began to distribute information on the 

benefits of nature play such as building social skills and overall wellbeing. 

Our parents became more receptive as we continued providing information 

to build their knowledge and understanding. 

A method we used for collecting feedback from our school community and 

ensuring that our design was the product of whole-site contribution was to 

display our concepts for all to see (and to freely comment upon and add 

to). We found this really helped parents and staff visualise what the space 

might look like. 

Construction began in 2016 and the students could see their ideas taking 

shape; most importantly, they could also see that the space was a reflection 

of their contribution and their vision. As the space neared completion, 

it was important for us to make sure our kids were “play-ready” as many 

children hadn’t been exposed to these types of play opportunities before. 

We did a lot of preparation before opening the space. In the first instance, 

each class was taken out to the nature play space to explore the area, 

and the children and staff undertook risk assessments. As part of this we 

formed mutual agreements with the children on respectful and safe ways 

of playing. Lower primary students took part in planting alongside the 

landscapers who provided the opportunity for students to take ownership 

of the area. Furthermore, we rostered two classes at a time to explore and 

build a connection with the space before we officially opened it to the 

whole school community. 

When we finally opened the space, everyone was excited. As staff we 

were confident that the level of ownership the students felt was enough to 

ensure good play and behavioural outcomes – and that indeed proved to 

be the case. 

Our newly developed play space was characterised by:

 • Naturalised climbing structures with ropes, a vertical wall and varying

heights that represent challenges for students of all ages and abilities

 • Various sized and positioned logs for balance

 • Mud kitchen areas with a communal work space that accommodates

at least 10 children at any one time

 • Two large sand pits bordered by rocks with different levels that lend

themselves perfectly to children experimenting together with the

water pump

 • Netted ropes for gross motor skill development

 • Arches and other invitations for children to explore their space

 • Local native plants that have been planted (and maintained) by

the children who use the space. Our plants include ruby saltbush

(Enchylaena tomentosa), native lilac (Hardenbergia violacea), correa

(Correa reflexa and Correa alba), and goodenia (Goodenia amplexans)

 • Wooden platforms that can be used for seating, performing and other

modes of play including sharing a meal from the Kitchen Garden

Program

 • Trees for climbing and hanging out in (we have marked specific trees

to ensure we protect young trees and shrubs)

 • Loose parts such as seeds pods, sticks and rocks

 • A dome with native climbers beginning to cover it creating a special

place for children to play, reflect and socialise

"there are lots of bugs to find 
in the Kaurna Garden – me and 
my friend love coming here to 
look for caterpillars. That way we 
can move the caterpillars off the 
veggies and give them a different 
home”

YR 4 STUDENT
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OUR OBESRVATIONS – THE BENEFITS OF 
NATURE PLAY FOR OUR STUDENTS 

Since opening our space we haven’t had any parental issues and injury 

rates have dropped significantly as our students are becoming better at 

assessing risk. The flow-on benefits of having our space are also evident  

as it has become a communal space for staff and parents who now sit 

beneath the trees and socialise whilst they wait for their children. Our 

Learning Together Playgroup, Children Centre, Nunga Café and OHSC 

also access the natural play space and we’ve even had families book 

the space for birthday parties. This all demonstrates a great connection 

within our community. 

The positive effects on the children have been reassuring and have 

consolidated our thinking (and research findings) on the benefits 

of nature play for our students. These have included the following 

developments:

 • Imaginative play has increased – students are being creative,

inventing more games and using items such as sticks, gum nuts,

pine cones and leaves as props and tools.

 • Collaboration is richer – we have noticed that activities such as

cubby building and damming water in the sand pit have prompted

a higher level of teamwork and communication. In these instances

children work towards a common goal. As a result of their

collaboration and achievements they go home and talk about how

fun their day was – their satisfaction at school is higher.

 • Connecting with each other – age is not a barrier nor is physical

ability. Common ground is established and children let go

of perceived barriers and just play. Friendships are built and

emotional regulation is improved as the children work through

problems and, more often than not, find a collective solution. The

group dynamics in the sand pit changes daily due to students

feeling comfortable enough to join in and interact with others.

 • Gross motor skills – physical strength and coordination are

developed through construction and activities including moving

bricks, logs, large rocks and sticks.

 • Fine motor skills – these are further developed through playing in

the sand, collecting small objects such as gum nuts and pebbles,

and engaging with insects and other invertebrates.

 • Making connections with Indigenous culture – through learning

about the Kaurna seasonal calendar, the signage in the Kaurna

Garden and exposure to native plants through planting, caring

about and making associations with traditional use has increased.

 • Risk taking – students have demonstrated that they will only take

risks when they are comfortable with the next stage of challenge

– they are able to regulate their own risks, and as a staff group we

have become more confident in their ability to do this and trust

their judgement.

 • Other skills that students are demonstrating through the interaction

with nature play are exploration, problem solving, respect for

nature and high levels of environmental engagement.

Often the benefits are not evident in the activity or achievement itself 

but rather in the conversations that take place – they offer a true insight 

into how much depth play has to offer for children’s learning 

and development.

OUR FUTURE DIRECTIONS – USING OUR 
SPACES MORE INTENTIONALLY 

We are currently looking at how to use our space more intentionally 

through our teaching across all year levels. We are continually looking at 

our own professional development by working closely with other sites and 

experts who have pedagogical depth that we can draw on for utilising 

our spaces to their full potential. The nature play program links in with the 

junior primary inquiry questions each semester in order to extend student 

learning from the classroom to the outside. An example is when junior 

primary students were doing an inquiry about bees. This was extended 

through the nature play program by the students learning songs and 

studying bee anatomy and the social structure of bee hives. As part of 

their formative assessment, students demonstrated their understanding 

of the bees and bee hives in the Kaurna Garden by representing these 

concepts using natural objects which were then photographed as part of 

the documentation of student learning. 

Our view is that through play we can start to see the strength of children: 

what they build, invent and discuss shows each as a full child, one that is 

capable and competent. We can extend their interests, celebrate their 

achievements and share them with our school community. 

In addition, we are currently strengthening our understanding of how 

children feel. We have put out a survey that asks students how the spaces 

throughout the school make them feel, and so far we are seeing responses 

like:

I feel happy  

I feel safe 

I have fun 

I love to play 

As a staff team, these types of responses are rewarding and we feel proud 

of how far we have travelled and of where we are headed. It is our role to 

open the minds of children and provide them with the spaces and tools to 

reach their full potential. And that is what we intend to keep doing. 

“I like our space because it is 
fun, there are places to climb 
and if you practise climbing then 
you can climb a mountain when 
you are older…  

YR 2 STUDENT

“I like how there is water and 
sand – and you can get wet”   

YR 2 STUDENT

CONTINUED

OUR ADVICE – START SMALL AND THINK BIG 

 » As a whole-staff group (teachers, leadership and SSOs) undertake site 

visits and professional development to improve your knowledge and

understanding of the importance of nature play.

 » Communicate with your parents and caregivers early and continue to

do so throughout and beyond the entire process.

 » Do your research online and look for practical resources to help you

get started. 

 » Involve the children with the intention to listen and incorporate their

thoughts, ideas, and feelings into the design from start to finish  – 

open students’ minds to possibilities through visuals and/or site visits.

 » Develop a strong connection between the play space and the desired

learning intentions with students. 

 » Keep the new play space closed for a period of time before officially

opening, enabling explicit teaching to occur, risk assessments to be

developed by students and staff, and observations to be carried out. 

 » Have clear expectations of how the space is to be used by students –

expectations developed by students.
 » Involve students where possible in the planting and maintenance of

the nature play space to further develop their ownership over the

space.

 » Constantly reflect on how the space is being used and maintained –

through surveying of students, staff and parents.

 » Develop an action plan to re-vegetate the space with maximum 

student involvement.

 » Encourage staff to engage students in purposeful learning using the

outdoor space.   *

[ ABOUT THE AUTHORS ]

Dan Jarrad is the Principal of Elizabeth Grove Primary School, Sonja 

Blazevic is Early Years Deputy Principal, and Lisa Linnell is a Highly 

Accomplished Teacher in the Kitchen Garden Specialist Program.

“we play a game called natural 
disasters on the log and earth-
quakes on the net” 

YR 4 STUDENT

“I like the hills” YR 3 STUDENT

“in our mud kitchen we pretend 
to cook things like potions and 
mud cakes…” 

YR 3 STUDENT

“I like to swing myself on the 
ropes…” 

YR 4 STUDENT

“we just play” YR 2 STUDENT
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